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Huolear -techniques in general and neutron logging in particular are

extensively utilised today in petroleum exploration or what has oome to

be known in popular parlance as 'hunt for black gold*• The importance of

nuclear techniques in oil legging can be gauged from the fact that the

estimated gross income to oil well surveying companies for exploration

services using these techniques was about 150-200 Billions dollars for

1975• These nuclear techniques, known as 'sea through* techniques, also

fall under the general category of 'well logging* which include conventional

nethods like resistivity, accoustie velocity* density etc*

Crude oil which is a mixture of hydrooarbons exists below the earth's

surface and has first to be located, evaluated in terms of quality and

quantity, before commercial operation for its removal through bore hole walls

can be undertaken, following the discovery of a prospect, test drilling

is done during which one aay collect core samples and cuttings for studying

the properties of the formation* penetrated by tb» drill* But to get to

knows the property of the formation around the boss hols, geophysical

measurements have to be done inside using various logging devtocs* She log

is a continuous recording of the value of a physical parameter as a function

of depth in a drill hole* Instead of doing geophysical measurements it is

possible to adopt neutronie methods since hydrocarbons have strikingly

different properties for neutrons as compared with the rook material* Thus

it is a direct aethod for estimating hydrocarbons*
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There are three* kinds of nuclear well logging methods, namely,

i) natural y 2) y - Yand 5) neutron-neutron or neutron-Y»

In y logging* the simplest and oldest of nuclear techniques, the

natural V activity of the rocks is detected. Its principal application

is in the detection of shales (hardened clays) which have a high lavel of

natural radioactivity arising from uranium and thorium eeriea, The y - y

density logging is used to determine the bulk density of the rock formation.

Using Cs-137 or Co-60 source and a suitable detector, the Compton-

eoattered y rays from the formation are studied as a function of the depth.

In combination with other measurements, one can obtain information about

porosity, liquid saturation, gaB saturation or lithology.

Neutron logs have been an integral part of well logging for evaluating

hydrocarbons ever since Ponteoorvo jf l ] reported the development of this

technique* The earlier method eonsisted of measuring the neutrons (or capture

y rays) scattered back from the surrounding medium in a bore hole from a

steady neutron source placed in the measuring device. The calibrated counting

rate is a measure of the showing down length which is strongly Influenced by

the hydrogen content of the formation surrounding the device. However it had

been recognised that though hydrogen did have a dominant role on tool response,

there were perceptible perturbations caused by other elements in the rock

matrix and by the salts present in formation liquid* Therefore research was

directed to extend the scope of neutron logging which have resulted in new

types of neutron logs namely neutron life tine log and neutron induced spec-

tral log. These recent logs utilise pulsed neutron sources unlike the steady

neutron sources of earlier neutron logs*
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The Elffl, neutron l i fe time logjWhioh Is the first generation of

neutron logs using pulsed sources can evaluate quantitatively the hydrocarbon

behind a cased well and i s employed for demarcation of water, o i l and gas

cone*, relocation of gas/oil/water interfaces which have moved due to produc-

tion, location of trapped and bypassed oi l and reasBesBsent of hydrocarbon

potentialities of old wells inadequately logged.

The NI/T responds to and indirectly measures a definite calculable

physical parameter, the macroscopic capture cross-section of the formation

which i s the weighted average of capture orossgteection of the formation con-

stituents eg. matrix, o i l , gas, water* When a burst of fast neutrons i s intro-

duced in the medium, they slow down due to collisions with atoms of the medium

t i l l they attain thermal equilibrium after which they diffuse* During diffu-

sion sons of the neutrons will be captured and their l i fe time will depend

upon the macroscopic capture cross-section of the ondlua* Thus by detecting

the rate of decay of either thermal neutrons or capture y ray*, neutron l i f e
can be determined» Table I £23 glares the neutron l i fe

/time in various materials* The values In Table I give the rational* lopliolt

in the delineation of gas, o i l and water in a formation* Evidently re-aolution

between oil and freeh water i s extremely poor* I t has been shown that sharp

differentiation between oi l and water can be expected If water salinity i s in

excess of 20-2$ gms/litre and porosity Is above 2Oj6.

The neutron induced spectral log which Is of recent origin, provides

among other things direct evidence for the presence of hydrocarbons* The

technique oonaists in irradiating the formation* with 14 lfcJT neutron pulse*

and recording the prompt** yraye emanating ne a result of inelaetia scattering

with formation nuclei* The o i l well generally consist* of oi l and vater son**,

situated at different depths* In a water saturated sand, the pore fluid*



will contain mainly hydrogen and oxygen nuclei while In the case of an oil

bearing sand, the pore fluid will contain an appreciable amount of carbon

nuclei, these being essential constituents of all hydrocarbons. Shus ti»

ratio of carbon and oxygen gamma rays establishes the preesaes or otherwise

of oil. Besidesi llthology is also determined from the responses of key

elements like silicon in sandstones, magnesium in dolomites, sulphur in

anhydrites, calcium in limestone etc* This method is superior since

shalinesa, water salinity, bore hole fluid, bore hole diameter ate

negligible effect*

The field equipment for these neutron logs consists of bora hole

pulsed generators giving 14 Mev neutrons. The pulse width vary from 5 to

lOO^aecs and repetition rate from 200 to 3000^sece with an average neutron
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output in the range of 10 - 10 n/eec. The detectors are -BP_ or Sal crystals

and the equipment has to operate at depths of 2-3 kma in a temperature envi-

ronment of 100-120°G in a bore bole of about 50-100 mm dia. She Oil and

Natural Gas Commission which i s responsible for o i l exploration in the

country has recently .acquired HIS equipment from USSR and i t i s fcaleg.presently

used at Ankleshwar fields* However, at other fields, where salnity Is low,

NLT equipment cannot be used and the most recent one i . e . neutron induced

spectral log will have to be used. Moreover the cost of drilling goes down

with the decrease of the borehole diameter which therefore demands logging

equipment of smaller dimensions* The present SIS equipment has a diameter

of 90 mm. Also neutron l i fe time log and neutron induced spectral log (at

preeent not commercially available) are complementary osthods and an equip-

ment which combines both of them in one Bingle run would be desirable. All

these require considerable B ft D efforts before pulsed neutron logging can
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be firmly established in our country as an oasful and economic tool for oil

exploration*
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Htutron l i f t tins for vurious materlala

Material

Water

Water (100,000 ppa laol)

Crude OH

Hetbtaa (1500 pal* 100«0)

Lias atone

Doloalte

Sandatoaa

Iron

Weutron life tigw In Rec
/

207

77

1200

635

980

1090
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